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CHAPTERR 4 

Thee Middl e and Passive Voices in the Future Stem 

4.00 Introductio n 

Thee co-existence of middle and passive forms in the future stem has been an issue among 
classicall  linguists ever since the 18th century. The controversy focuses on the question of 
whetherr or not a semantic distinction between the two exists, and, if so, what exactly the 
characterr of this distinction might be.314 One of the most important hypotheses claims 
thatt the formal contrast between middle and passive in the future stem corresponds with 
thee contrast between present stem and aorist stem. The most prominent advocate of this 
theoryy was Friedrich Blass (1892), but before his time it had already been defended by G. 
Hermannn and G. Stallbaum. The hypothesis amounts to the following: the middle future 
expressess a continuing action (Aktion der Dauer, as Blass (1892: 290) calls it), whereas 
thee passive future expresses a completed event (Aktion der Vollendung). To demonstrate 
thiss distinction, Blass takes the pair (pavouum : (pavf|oo^iai (by far the most frequent 
middle-passivee future forms). As illustrative examples he cites (among others): 

(1)) (...) otic, [= iai<; cruv9r|Kaic,] ó uèv AeÓKCOV èunévcov qxxveïxai (Dem. 20.37) 
Andd it wil l be clear (time and again) that Leucon observes them [the covenants]. 
(mann wird sehen, daB L. stets dem Vertrag treu bleibt [transl. Wackernagel 1920: 202]) 

(2)) [Leucon] (...) oiSxoq, av aKOTtfjie, <pavf|aerai crovex&c, TIUOK; EV rcoicüv (Dem. 
20.30) ) 
(...)) he will be found, if you will consider it, to be a perpetual benefactor. 
(wennn ihr genau seht, wird sich herausstellen dass er euch gutes erweist [transl. Wackernagel 1920: 
202]) ) 

Accordingg to Blass, the first example involves a continuing appearance ("Dauernden 
Anschein").. The pillars are mentioned that declare the covenant between Athens and 
Leucon.. The idea is that as long as these pillars remain, it will be clear whether each one 
off  the parties keeps the covenant (Blass 1892: 269). The second example denotes a 
punctuall  event. While one is considering the matter (present stem aK07rpxe), it will 
becomee clear at once (cf. Blass: "Ergebnis der Prüfung"). The semantic contrast between 
middlee and passive future is further illustrated by the classic example from Plato's 
Republic: Republic: 

3144 Another interesting issue is the occurrence of middle future forms of - mostly intransitive - active 
presentss (eiui - eaouxxi). From a synchronical point of view, the middle inflection of these futures can be 
explainedd by their semantics. All verbs in question involve a physical or mental affectedness of the subject, 
e.g.. perception atcoijaouai, motion |3r|aou.ai, receiving A,TJyou.ai, change of state Oavovjiai. "Eaouxxi 
appearss to be the only exception. Historically, these middle futures may be explained as former desideratives. 
Thee middle voice, then, expressed the mental involvement of the subject. For further details, I refer to 
Rijksbaronn (2002: 156). 
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(3)) (...) ó 6iKaio<; liaoTiyaKiexai, oxpepXóoexai, 8e6f|aetai, eKKoroOfjoexai 
xdKp6aA,utü,, xe^evxcov rcdvxa Kam rcaOaw avaoxivfofeuOfjacxai (...) (PI. R. 
361e). . 
(...)) a just person will be whipped, stretched on a rack, chained, blinded with fire, and, at the end, when 
hee has suffered every kind of evil, he'll be impaled (...).ÏI5 

Heree the alternation of middles and passives is explained by Blass as follows: the former 
twoo actions (uaaxiyooaexai, axpePAxoaexcti) are necessarily repeated, whereas the latter 
twoo (èiocauOfiOExai, dvaaxiv8\)A£D0r|cexai) can only be performed once (Blass 1892: 
273-4). . 

Besidess the pair <pavou|iai : q>avf|aoiiai, Blass discusses almost all other futures 
withh alternating middle and passive forms in defence of his aspectual approach. Finally, he 
comess to the conclusion that the schema of the verbal paradigm as it was printed in 
Kühner-Blasss - for which he was co-responsible as reviser of the first volume - must be 
altered.. The essence of the alteration is that the future is not treated as a distinct stem on a 
parr with the present stem, aorist stem and perfect stem. Instead, it is partly subsumed 
underr the present stem, partly under the aorist stem, and partly under the perfect stem. In 
otherr words, middle future rcoir|ao|iai is considered the future form corresponding with 
presentt notouum and imperfect ercoio-ouriv; no\rfiT\ao\iai is the future of the aorist stem 
(cf.. ènoiT|ör|v); 7te7r.oiT|aou.(xi is the future of the passive perfect Tcercovniiai and the 
pluperfectt e7i£7coif|UT|v (Blass 1892: 290). 

Blass'' aspectual hypothesis is adopted by Gerth, who formulates it thus: 

(4)(4) ) dass das a uf dem passiven Aorist auf -rjv, -Onv gebildete Futur auf -riaoum, -
6r|ao|iaii  die zukünftige Handlung in aoristischem Sinne also momentan, eintretend, 
einmaligg bezeichnet, dagegen das an dem Prasensstamm sich anschliessende Futur 
auff  -oouoci in prasentischem Sinne als dauernd, sich entwickelnd, sich wieder-
holend""  (K-G, I: 114). 

Inn his Vorlesungen iiber Syntax, Wackernagel (1920: 202-4) qualifies the aspect-
hypothesiss in some respects. He argues that (pavouuxn can also be used in an ingressive-
aoristicc meaning, and <pavriaou,ai also in a durative meaning.316 In alliance with Stahl 
(1907)) he states that the "treibende Moment" behind the creation of the morphological 
distinctionn middle vs. passive future is the need for specific (semantically unambiguous) 
middlee and passive forms. The aspectual distinction, according to Wackernagel, could have 
playedd a secondary role in the development of the distinction. In the process of the 
developmentt of the passive future form, Wackernagel distinguishes four stages (1920: 
203). . 

3,55 The translations of Plato in this chapter are derived, sometimes adjusted, from Cooper (1997). 

3166 Ingressive-aoristic and durative are Wackernagel's terms. These correspond with the current terms 
perfectiveperfective and imperfective, respectively. 
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Stagee (i): The formation <pavf|aouai did not yet exist. <t>avo\>^at could be used both with a durative 
aspectt and an aoristic aspect. 

Stagee (ii) : Beside the older form (pccvouuai, expressing both aspects317, 9ocvf|oouai is created, 
whichh specifically expresses aoristic aspect. 

Stagee (iii) : The aspectual contrast between the two forms fades away, ^avfjaouai is used increasingly 
too express durative aspect as well. 

Stagee (iv): The middle future is no longer used in an intransitive or passive meaning. 

Inn sum, according to Wackernagel the aspectual distinction only existed in stage (ii) . 
Moreover,, according to Wackernagel, this distinction was not complete since the middle 
futur ee form could be used in both meanings.318 Or, to put it in somewhat anachronistic 
terms,, the middle futur e is the unmarked member in a privativ e opposition. This stage 
lasted,, according to Wackernagel, from Homer until the 5th century BC. 

Noww let us consider  the state of affairs in Homer. In Homer, only two verbs have a 
passivee futur e formation: Öariaecci en uiyr|aea9ai. Both future formations appear  to 
expresss ingressive meaning, and can therefore be regarded as futures of the aorist stem: 

(5)) a. ooact 5' évi ^eydpoiai KaOfmevot; fmexépoiai 
7t£\>Go|iai,, r\ QÉ\i\q èaxl, 5ctT|a£ai, o\)5é ae KEVOCO (y 187) 

Butt what tidings I have heard as I abide in our halls you shall hear, as is right, nor will I hide it for you. 
b.. TCCCX; yap e\iex> cru, ^eïve, Safjaeai, ei (...) (x 325) 
Forr how shall you learn of me, stranger, whether (...). 
c.. <xAV öxe 8fi xdx' ejieXXe \iiyi\oeaQai qmAxxiceaai (K 365)319 

Butt when he was going to mingle with the sentinels (...). 

However,, the middle future, too, could express ingressive meaning. Consider  the following 
example: : 

(6)) ©<; '06\)ae\)q Kot)ppaiv ei)7c^oKctuoiaiv e\iekXe 
ui^eaOai,, yuuvóq Tiep écóv (C, 136) 

Evenn so Odysseus was going to mingle with the fair-tressed maidens, naked though he was. 

Further ,, the middle form jii^ouc u could also be used in an iterative sense (i.e. 'presentie'). 

(7)) 9\)uö<; 8' ëxt vcoiv è&Xmi 
(iî ecrÖaii  ^evir | f̂ 5*  ayhxa 8a>pa öiöcóaeiv (a> 314) 
Andd our hearts hoped that we should yet meet as host and guest and give one another glorious gifts. 

Noticee the coordination with the anomalous future of the present stem 6i5cóaeiv. It can be 
concludedd that, as Wackernagel claimed, the middle future is aspectually neutral in 

3177 The one instance in Homer seems to confirm this: ëvGev ydp uiv eSéyuxiv npana. (paveïoOai/ 
IKTJMJIVV (U 230) ('For from there I expected that Scylla would first appear'); cpavoftuoci here is used with 
ann ingressive ('aoristic') meaning. 

3188 Wackernagel summarizes it thus: "Also nur bei (pavrioexai und nur ganz vorübergehend, bei den 
ersten,, die die Form brauchten, ist eine Spezialbedeutung nachweisbar: darauf reduziert sich in diesem Fall 
Blassenss Theorie" (Wackernagel 1920: 203). 

3199 Note that Iliad K (the Doloneia) might be an interpolated episode. 
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Homer.. Note that, from a morphological point of view, the middle formation |x(^op.ai is 
alsoo neutral since it neither  possesses the present morpheme -07- (< *-y-aK-) , nor  the 
passivee aorist morpheme -n.-.320 

Wackernagell  states that the distinction was already fading away in Plato (stage iii) . 
Too support this claim he cites the following instances: 

(8)) aXk' kyco 5ia Tiavxcx; xo\> fKoi) 5r|u.oa{a TE eï nov xi ETtpâ a TOIOVTOC, flpavovjiai, 
m ii  iSia ó ambc, oSxoq (...) (PI. Ap. 33a) 
Throughoutt my life, in any public activity I may have engaged in, I will be found to be the same man as 
II  am in private life (...)

(9)) a. T\ TOÖTO u£v ox>, OLVTOV oe xpE<pou.EVOt GOV £CDVTO<; péXxiov OpéVovtai Kai 
7cai5euaovxai,, pj.fi ^vóvxoq GOV ai>xoï<; (PL  Cri. 54a) 
Orr perhaps you will not do that, but if they are brought up here while you are living, will they be better 
broughtt up and educated if you are not with them? 

b.. Gpéyovxai 6è br\ r\\ilv  o-uxot Kai 7tai5ei>0r|aovxai xiva xpónov; (PL  R. 376c) 
Howw will they be brought up and educated by us? 

Wackernagell  paraphrases example (8) by Mes wird sich an mir  herausstellen", thus 
interpretin gg it as ingressive. However, a perfect alternative would be to interpret cpavoüfiai 
ass an event taking place repeatedly, i.e, "each time, I wil l be found to be, etc.". As for  the 
latterr  instances, in (9a) 0pe\|fovxai corresponds with the present participl e xpe(póu.evoi. In 
otherr  words, both Gpéyovxai and jiaiÖEvaoum designate non-completed events. As for 
(9b),, it is conceivable that 0pé\|/ovxai relates to growing up as an ongoing process, while 
7cai5E0>6f|aovxaii  relates to the completion of the education.321 In sum, it is possible that 
thee aspectual distinction was still present in the 4th century. In the next section (4.1), I wil l 
arguee that it did indeed exist. 

Firstt  I would like to note that the aspect hypothesis was not accepted by everyone 
however.. Stahl (1907: 83-7) rejects it, and advocates a diathetical distinction instead: "DaB 
ess sich bei den Futura dieser  Art eher  um ein Vorwiegen passiver  oder  medialer  Bedeu-
tungg als um eine Zeitart handelt, zeigt sich auch bei anakhxcGeaQai" (Stahl 1907: 
85).3222 Stahl renders passive dTca^XaynaEoÖai with 'befreit werden, etwas los werden' 
(ass examples he cites Hdt. 2.120.3, Th. 4.28.5, PL  R. 445b, Dem. 22.37), and middle 
anaXkd^EGdaianaXkd^EGdai with 'loskommen, sich einer  Sache erledigen' (Th. 4.128.5, 8.2.1, PL 
Euthphr.Euthphr. 15e, R. 465d). In other  words, middle ctTcaMxx^ouai is volitional, whereas 

Inn Homer, we also find a contrast between the active future forms e ĉo and axf\0(a. The former 
correspondss with the present stem èx-, and means, according to Chantraine (1958: 446) 'avoir, garder' (e.g. P 
232,, I 274, £ 281). The latter corresponds with the aorist stem ox-, and means 'arrêter, contenir, suspendre' 
(e.f.. A 820, N 151, E 100, P 182, Q 670, x 70, 248). 

3211 In connection with this example, Kiihner-Gerth (I: 117n2) plead in defense of the aspect theory: 
"Wennn in einzelnen Fallen, z. B. PI. civ. 376, c GpévpovTCu Kal Ttaiöe-üOrjaoviai der Bedeutungsunterschied 
derr beiden Futura nicht klar zu Tage tritt, so ist zu bedenken, dass auch die entsprechenden Tempora der 
Vergangenheit,, Imperfekt und Aorist, mannigfache zweifelhafte Grenzfalle aufzuweisen haben." 

3222 Magnien (1912: 279-80), in his monograph on the Greek future, allies with Stahl. For a rejection of 
Blass'' hypothesis, see also Hartmann (1935). 
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passivee dtTca^Aaynao^ai is non-volitional. I will return to Stahl's view at the end of this 
chapter. . 

Accordingg to Schwyzer-Debrunner  (E: 265-6), the outcome of the debate seems to 
bee beyond any doubt. They consider  the aspectual hypothesis untenable.323 Amongst 
others,, Wackernagel and Chantraine are mentioned as adversaries of the aspect hypothesis. 
However,, as we have seen above, Wackernagel has a finely tuned judgement on the 
matter.. Chantraine, too, takes an intermediate position (1928: 13-4). Chantraine admits that 
thee passages cited by Blass are not very convincing, but he concludes, "(...) Demosthène 
n'emploiee pas tpavoöum et <pavr|ao|j,ai sans nuance de sens. (...) q>avf|aoum indique un 
résultatt  obtenu, une conclusion qui apparatt après examen."  Schwyzer-Debrunner  do not 
doo justice to this intermediate position. Instead, they adduce alternative factors that may 
explainn the choice between the middle and passive futur e form as, for  example, the length 
off  the verb stem (following, in this respect, Wackernagel, who mentions it as a secondary 
factor),, and word rhythm (following Hartmann 1935: 128). Schwyzer-Debrunner  do not 
referr  to a diathetical distinction between the two futur e forms. Could it be that Schwyzer-
Debrunnerr  tacitly presuppose the validity of this explanation, and that they use the length 
off  the stem and word rhythm only as secondary explanations? In any event, Schwyzer-
Debrunner'ss treatment of the matter  is highly unsatisfactory. When we overlook the 
battlefield,, an analogy with the battle for  Thyrea, as described by Herodotus, forces itself 
ontoo us. Lik e Alcenor  and Chromios, Schwyzer-Debrunner  claim victory prematurely. The 
aspectuall  hypothesis has been rejected before it has been refuted adequately. 

Beforee going into the aspect hypothesis any further , I would like to make some 
remarkss on the morphological aspect of the hypothesis. It is obvious that the passive 
futur ee form is connected to the passive aorist form since both are formed with a stem in 
—(6)r|—.. Conversely, the morphological relationship between the middle futur e and the 
presentt  stem is tenuous. With regard to a large number  of verbs, the present and the futur e 
stemss are different. For  example, (paivoum contains the stem cpaiv- (< *(pav-ye/o-), 
whereass futur e cpavouuai is formed with the stem cpav(e)- (< *<pave-ae/o-). This 
differencee in stem form applies to almost all original yod-presents (i.e. also to verbs in -
d£coo en -i£o)). A difference in stem form is also found with most reduplicated presents 
(ÖISCÖUI,, xiGrmi) 324, nasal presents (SEIKVUUI , XanPdvco, léuvcü), presents in -GK-

(e-upiaKco),, and suppletive verbs (opdco vs. ctyoiiai). In other  words, it is not self-evident 
too assume a connection between the future middle and the present. It is impossible to 
determinee whether  the futur e stem is derived from the present stem or  from the verbal root 
forr  thematic presents such as Kaibzxxa (without yod, -OK-, etc.) only, because the two are 
identical.325 5 

233 Cf. also Moorhouse (1982: 176-7), who denies the existence of an aspectual distinction in Sophocles. 

3244 Interestingly, in Homer the future formation SiScóoouev (v 358), StÖcóaeiv (co 314) occurs (see also 
examplee (7)), formed on the present stem of 5i8ü)ui. This future form has an iterative ('presentie') meaning. 
Thee formation can be regarded as a parallel to the future that is based on the aorist stem, cf. 5ar|aeai (y 
187,, T 325), uiyriaeaöai (K 365). The future of the present stem probably vanished, contrary to the thriving 
'aorist'' future, because it could only yield morphologically transparent forms with few present types (namely 
thee reduplicated present, and potentially also the nasal present). 

Fromm a synchronical point of view, the future morpheme -ae/o- is both related to the present 
morphemee -e/o- and to the aorist morpheme -c(a)~. 
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Withh respect to the morphological relationship between the future stem and the 
presentt and aorist stems one can take two alternative positions: (1) It can be assumed that 
thee middle future has specialized to a 'presentie' meaning under the influence of the 
semanticc opposition with the 'aoristic*  passive future, or (2) one might assume a privative 
opposition.. In other words, the middle future is semantically neutral, whereas the passive 
futuree is semantically marked with a feature + perfective. This is approximately Wacker-
nagel'ss (1920) view, as we have seen above. Notice that this semantic analysis is reflected 
inn the morphological system in a very natural fashion. The semantically neutral <pavo£|iai 
iss neither formed with the present stem (paw-, nor with the aorist stems q>T|va- (active and 
middle)) or <pocvTi- (passive), but, instead, it contains a separate stem <pav(e)-. Conversely, 
thee *aoristic' future (pavf|aoum contains the aorist stem q>ocvri-. 

Inn the next section, the oppositional pair cpotvovum and (pavf|aouxxi will be 
discussed,, and it will be investigated if they, as Blass contends, express an aspectual 
contrast.. In section 4.2, the question will be raised whether this aspectual contrast also 
occurss with other verbs. Finally, in section 4.3 I will argue that Stahl was not entirely 
incorrectt in his claim that the middle and passive future form expressed middle and 
passivee meaning. 

4.11 Aspect Revisited: the case of qxxvouum vs. <pocvT|aoum 

Thee aim of this section will be to revive Blass' aspectual hypothesis. Following Blass, I 
willl  start my investigation with the most frequent pair of middle and passive future forms, 
thesee being cpavouum and (pavriooum. 

Ann interesting feature of (paivoum is that there appears to be a correlation between 
tensee stem (present - aorist) and syntactic complement (infinitive - participle). This 
correlationn is shown in the following Table 1. The instances of the 3rd person singular 
secondaryy indicative (i.e. è(paivexo and e<pdvr|) were counted in Sophocles, Euripides, 
Herodotus,, Thucydides, and Plato. 

Tablee 1: 'Etpawexo and é<pdvT|: frequency figures of constructions 

èpaivexo o 

è(pdvr| | 

++ inf. 

222 (28.2%) 

33 (2.7%) 

++ part. 

100 (12.8%) 

288 (24.8%) 

ellipsis/abs. . 

466 (59.0%) 

811 (72.6%) 

total l 

788 (100%) 

1133 (100%) 

++ dat.326 

344 (43.6%) 

222 (19.5%) 

Itt is clear from the figures in the table that the imperfect form è(pcuveto is construed more 
frequentlyy with an infinitive complement, whereas eqwxvri prefers the construction with the 
participle.. This distribution can be explained by the semantics of the two alternative 
constructions.. The construction with infinitive involves a subjective view. The state of 
affairss denoted by the infinitive seems to be true to (a) particular person(s), whereas the 
speakerr is not certain about its truth. In other words, the state of affairs expressed by the 
infinitivee is non-factive. For our present purposes, it is important to note that this subjecti-

3266 The dative complements occurring with all constructions are counted: infinitive, participle, ellipsis and 
absolute. . 
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vee view ('seem to*) is inherently stative. The construction with a participle-complement, 
onn the other  hand, involves an objective view. The state of affairs expressed by the 
participl ee is considered to be true by the speaker  (factive value).327 Additionally , the 
differencee with the former  construction is that a change is involved: (pouvouat construed 
withh a participl e refers typically to the moment at which a particular  state of affairs is 
recognizedd as being objectively true. Since the construction with a participl e ('be found 
outt  to*) involves a change of state, it inherently has a telic aspect. 

Thee objective versus subjective contrast also has consequences for  the frequency of 
aa dative constituent. Dative constitutents occur  more often with the infinitiv e construction 
since,, in general, it is of more importance who is the particular  holder  of the subjective 
vieww (e.g. When I was younger, the world seemed to me a happy place). The subject of an 
objectivee view is more often generic or  easily understood on the basis of the context (e.g. 
OedipusOedipus turned out to be his wife's son). 

Thiss difference in inherent aspect between the two constructions explains the diffe-

rentt  frequencies of present and aorist stem. Telic cpaivofiai cum participl e tends to occur 

inn the aorist stem, whereas stative (atelic) (paCvouai with an infinitiv e prefers the present 

stem.. Now, consider  the following table-

Tablee 2: Octvovum and cpavf|aou,ai: frequency figures of constructions 

(pavoöjiai i 

9avT|ao|xai i 

++ inf. 

22 (2.7%) 

00 (0%) 

++ part. 

99 (12.3%) 

88 (21.6%) 

eI177 abs.328 

622 (84.9%) 

299 (78.4%) 

total l 

733 (100%) 

377 (100%) 

++ dat. 

166 (21.9%) 

55 (13.5%) 

Inn the table above I have collected all instances of middle and passive futures occurring in 
thee same authors as those of the previous table. A notable difference between the figures 
off  the two tables is the lower  frequency of the construction with an infinitive . From this 
wee may infer  that it is generally more relevant for  something to be found to be the truth at 
somee time in the future, than that something will seem to be so. There are, however, also 
somee important similarities between the two tables. First, (pavovu.ai occurs more often 
withh the infinitiv e construction than (pocvriaoum does (2.7% vs. 0%), although, obviously, 
thesee low numbers do not provide definite proof. Second, <pctvf|ao|iai more often occurs 
withh the participle-construction than cpavouum does. The percentages, furthermore, are 
veryy similar  to those of ecpotivexo and é(pdvr|v: 12.3% vs. 12.8%, and 21.6% vs. 25.0%. 
Thee thir d and final similarit y is that dative constituents occur  more often with <pavot>uai 
thann with cpavriao îai (likewise £9a{vexo vs. è(pdvr|). These three similarities suggest that 
<pavoï>umm corresponds with ècpcdvexo, whereas (potvf|aoum corresponds with è<pavT\. 

3277 For an analysis of the factive and non-factive values of the respective constructions with participles 
andd infinitives, see Rijksbaron (1986). 

3288 When no predicative noun is present, it is hard to distinguish the auxiliary (pocivoum with ellipsis of 
thee participle or the infinitiv e from the non-auxiliary usage of cpaivoum ('become visible'). When the subject 
iss a concrete noun, an interpretation 'become visible, appear' is more likely. In the case of an impersonal 
subject,, ellipsis of participle or infinitive is the more probable interpretation ('it appears that'). The cases 
withh an abstract noun are highly ambiguous, e.g. E. Ion 1063 èXrciq (Hope will  appear vs. There will  appear 
toto be hope), Th. 3.20.1 ocotripia. The same holds for metaphorically used nouns, e.g. Hdt. 3.156.2 rcópoc,. 
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Inn the following section I will corroborate the evidence provided by these figures 
byy an examination of a number  of passages, taken from Sophocles, Euripides and Plato. 
Noo orators were chosen because, as will be shown below, they have an overwhelming 
preferencee for  the passive future. Apparently, the passive futur e form was selected by 
themm in a more or  less routinized manner. This can be considered an indication that, at 
leastt  in oratorical prose, the semantic contrast between the middle and the passive futur e 
wass already fading away in the 4th century. 

Lett  us first  consider  some typical instances of <pavf|cou,oti in the meaning 'be 
found,, turn out'. Oedipus wil l be found out to be a born Theban and, moreover, the 
brotherr  of his own children. 

(10)) eixa 5' èyyevriq 
(pavqaeraii  0Ti|3aïo<; (S. OT 453) 
Butt later he will turn out to be a native Theban (...). 

(11)) <povf|aexai 8è Tcaici xoïq cruxoi) £UVG)V 

a&efapbqa&efapbq ocuxóq mi 7taxr|p (S. OT 457) 
Andd he will turn out to live together with his own children, as both a brother and a father (...). 

Inn Plato, (pavriaoum is often used in anticipation of the conclusion of an argument. 
Inn Lg. 892c, for  example, the Athenian anticipates the final conclusion that the soul is one 
off  the first  creations. As an intermediate step in the argument it must be proven that the 
soull  is older  than matter  (o%ia). This is the starting-point of the investigation. 

(3)) A0. (...) ei 8è «pavnfiaeTai y\>x*\ npcoxov, o\> jrii p o\>8è af|p, ywff\ 8' èv npénoiq 
yeYevrtnivri ,, OXE8ÖV ópöóxaxa Aiyoix' av eivai 8ia<pepóvxu)c, qróaei. Taftx' ea9' 
oiSxcoc,, ëxovxa, av XITDXTI V xiq eniSet^ri rcpeapuxepav ouaav acuuaxoq, otAAax; 8è 
ovSauxbq. . 
KA.. 'AA,n6éaxaxa A,éyei<;. 
A0.. OuKovv xa |iExa xavxa ETC' a\>xo 8TI  XOVXO axeA,̂ îEGa; (PI. Lg. 892c) 
ATHENIAN:: If it will be found that soul came first, not fire or air, and it was one of the first things to 
bee created, it will be quite correct to say that soul is preeminently natural. This is true provided you can 
demonstratee that soul is older than matter, but not otherwise. 
CLINIAS:: Very true 
ATHENIAN:: So this is precisely the point we have to tackle next? 

Eventually,, in 896b Clinias concludes that the soul is indeed the oldest thing there is. 
Besidess the construction, the semantic property of iterativity or  genericity is 

relevantt  to the distributio n of the futur e forms at issue. Iterativit y and genericity may be 
indicatedd by the nature of the subject of the clause. In Sophocles, Euripides and Plato, 
theree are 6 instances of cpavoftuai with a clausal subject which point to an iterative or 
genericc interpretation, these being öaxiq ëax' dvrj p %pr[G%óq (S. Ant 662), rcdvxa dvSpa 
(PI.. Lg. 738e), xiq eicaaxoq (PI. R. 537b), öaoi ... 7iavxe<; (PI. Tht. 206e), rcdvxa (PI. 
Chrm.Chrm. 172b), and dAAoc \ivpia (PI. Sph. 245e). Significantly, no subjects of this type were 
foundd in combination with the passive form (pavf|aoum. In two cases {Lg. 738e, Chrm. 
172b),, (pavovuai has the subjective meaning 'seem'; the three other  instances involve 
(pouvoumm in the objective meaning 'tur n out, be found'. For  example, 
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(12)) èv xoïq yótp oiKeioiaiv Öaxic, eax' dvnp 
XpTiaxóc;,, qxxveïxai rav nóXei Öixaio<; oSv (S. Ant. 662) 
Thee man who acts rightly in family matters will be seen to be righteous in the city also. 

(13)) m i omax; öaoi xi ópÖöv 8o£d£o\)ai, Ttdvieq ai)xo |i£xd Xóyoi) 9ocvowrai exovxet; 
(...)) (PI. Tht. 206e) 
Andd that being so, anyone at all who makes a correct judgement will turn out to have it 'together with 
ann account' (...). 

Ass was mentioned aboved, in general, q>a(vouxxi construed with a participl e ('be found 
out' )) tends to have a passive futur e (pavpaouai. In these generic contexts, however, 
cpavo\>p.aii  is found. We may conclude that the 'presentie' futur e (pavo\iu,ai can also be 
usedd to express the meaning 'wil l be repeatedly/always found out'  {objective plus iterati-
ve/genericve/generic meaning). 

Otherr  indications of iterativit y or  genericity are the use of particular  adverbs or  the 
occurrencee of a negation. In our  corpus, (pavovum occurs 4 times accompanied by an 
adverbb with iterative or  generic value. These are dei [2x] (PL  R. 59Id, Lg. 871a), 
emaxoxee (PI. Lg. 689e), and xoxe uiv ... xoxè Öé (PI. Lg. 860b). The former  three cases 
involvee the objective cpaivoum 'tur n out, be found*.329 For  example, 

(14)) ó ydp vóu.o<; d7cayope\)ei icai anayopexKav vnep Tidariq xfjq KÓXeoaq dei (paivexai 
Kaii  <paveixai (PI. Lg. 871a) 
Thee reason is that the law itself makes the proclamation, and it is always seen to make a proclamation 
onn behalf of the state, and it will always be. 

Oncee again, even though we are dealing with the objective meaning of (pa(vou.ai (cf. part. 
d7cayope\)a)v),, we find the futur e form <paveïxai due to its iterative/generic meaning (dei). 
Noticee also the correspondence with the present «paivexat. 

AA typical kind of generic expression are Yva>|iai. The following one is from 
Heraclitus,, quoted by Plato: 

(15)) dvGpomcov ó oxxpoVcatoc; rcpoq 8eov 7U9T|KO<; cpaveïxai Kai ao<pia Kai KdAAei Kai 
xoïc;;  ixXkoiq rcaaiv (PI. Hi. Ma. 289b) 
Thee wisest of men will be seen to be a monkey compared to god in wisdom and fineness and everything 
else. . 

Heree too, it can be seen that the 'presentie' future form occurs with a generic value.330 

Theree appears to be a tendency for  negations to occur  with cpavoftum, rather  than 
withh {pavriaoum. Of all the instances with a negation, 13 occur  with <pavoï>|iai, whereas 4 

3299 These kind of adverbs are not found in combination with (pavTioouai. The occurrence in the Republic 
(59Id)) wil l be discussed below. 

3300 For use of the future tense in gnomic expressions, see Magnien (1912: 169-70). One of his examples 
corroboratess our point: pioco 7ioA,iTT|v Öanc, öxpe^eiv naxpav/ ppa5\)C, cpavevtai ueydXa 8e pAarcxeiv TOCXUC, 

(Ar.. Ra. 1427) ('I hate any citizens who wil l turn out to be slow to aid, and swift to hurt, his town'). There 
is,, however, for (paveltai a variant reading 7té(p\)KE. 
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occurr  with qxxvfiaoum.331 This tendency can be explained by the link between negation 
andd iterativity. 332 Furthermore, in a number  of instances of cpavoupm, the negation is 
combinedd with the adverb noxi, which reinforces the iterative or  generic interpretation 
meaningg (cf. its positive counterpart ae().333 

<I>aivo(iaii  can also have the (original) concrete meaning 'become visible, appear' (without 
complement).. Here, the 'aoristic'  passive futur e form predominates. It occurs 8 times in 
ourr  corpus; the middle futur e is used only twice. This can be explained by the inherent 
telicc aspect of (pcuvoum in the meaning 'become visible, appear' (an accomplish-
ment).3344 For  example,335 

(16)) <pavTjaoum yap (...) 
5o\>Xiic,, 7coÖöv JidpouSev EV KADSCOVIG) (E. Hec. 47) 
II  shall appear (...) in the sea swell before the feet of a slave girl. 

(17)) r) ydp TIC, apornp fj  TIC, OIKÉTIC , ywn 
(pavfiaeraii  vcpv (...) (E. El. 105) 
Somee fanner or slave woman will appear to us (...). 

(18)) KOUTOI  èyü) cpuTiv èvtauOd nov <pavTJa£o6ai xi\v kniöri\\ix\\ t r\v 5f| naXai 
^nxoüuevv (PlEuthd. 289d) 
Andd yet it was in this connection that I expected that the knowledge we have been seeking all this time 
wouldd appear. 

3311 The instances of «potvoOuxxi with negation are the following: S. OC 51, 804; E. Heracl. 769, Ph. 1623 
[JITII ,, Hipp. 332; PL Lg. 738e [UT|], 744a, 770d [uf|], Hi. Ma. 289b, 291d [uf|], Prm. 131d, 132a, Ale. 1 109a, 
Sph.Sph. 245b; (pavrjooucu with negation: PI. R. 479a, Tht. 190e [UT|], Sph. 216b, Mx. 248a. 

3322 The phenomenon that the presence of a negation may bring about an iterative interpretation has also 
beenn noted by Rijksbaron (19942: 15). An illustrative example is: èctv y&P ti oe (pavS KCCKOV TienoiTiKax;, 
öuoXoy©© a5iKEÏv éav p.évxoi p.n,Sèv (pa(vtou,ai KOKÖV rcercoiriKüx; îr|8è po\>A.r|9£i<;, o\) Kal ai) aï> 
OM-oXoYnaen;; (ir|5èv \>n' i\iox> d8iKeïo6ai; (Xen. Cyr. 5.5.13) ('If it will be found that I have done you 
harm,, I confess that I am in the wrong; but if it turns out that I have done you no harm and I intended none, 
wil ll  you then on your part confess that you have suffered no wrong at my hands?'). The aorist (pav© denotes 
aa punctual event, whereas the present stem pouvoauai in combination with the negation (uriöèv) denotes an 
iterativee event ('it will turn out, time and again, that ...) 

3333 These instances are: S. OC 804, E. Heracl. 769, PI. Lg. 738e, Hi. Ma. 29Id. There is, however, one 
exception:: iced 7iépac, (...) ouSèv (pavT|oexa{  TCOTE (PI. Sph. 261b) ('And no limit (...) will ever appear'). 

3344 As might be expected, <paivouai in the meaning 'become visible' occurs more frequently in the aorist 
stemm than in the present stem. Of instances of the 3rd sg. imperfect ècpouvexo counted in Table 1, there were 
noo cases with the meaning 'become visible', except when a negation was present. In this case, the clause 
oftenn has an iterative interpretation (cf. Rijksbaron 1994: 15), for example, Hdt. 2.118.17, 3.156.11, e.a.; Th. 
5.7.5,, 8.8.4. Furthermore, it is significant that the compound ctvacpawofiai, which is mostly used in the 
concretee meaning 'become visible', shows a clear preference for the passive future form (see Blass 1892: 
271). . 

3355 Other examples are E. Supp. 605, Hipp. 479, Phaëth. 275, PI. Pit. 209b, Sph. 261b. Exceptions are: S. 
El.El. 1155, Ph. 1064. 
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Too sum up the discussion so far, it is possible to schematize the main features of 
thee distribution of cpocvouum and «pavfiaojxai as follows: 

Tablee 3: Distribution of (pavovum and <pavf|aoum 

iterative/generic c 

non-iterative/generic c 

abs.// + part. 
'becomee visible, become clear' 

<pccvotinai i 

<pavrJ0Oiiai i 

++ inf. 
'seem' ' 

9avo\>um m 

<pavo\3um m 

Inn order to verify the conclusions stated above, I will now discuss, in more detail, the nine 
casess (I-X) of the middle and passive futures (pavouucti [4x] and (pavfiaouat [5x] that 
occurr in Plato's Republic. The first instance is: 

(I)) vvv 8é y\ Ecpnv, £Ï7cep aoqua xe Kal apexr) èaxw Simiocruvri, paöiax; oïuai 
<pavf|aeTaii  mi iax^póxepov aSiidaq (...) (PL R. 351a) 
But,, now, if justice is indeed wisdom and virtue, it will easily be shown to be stronger than injustice 

Thee previous step in the argument is recapitulated in the ei-clause preceding the main 
clause.. The future (pavfjaexai 'will be shown' introduces the issue that is to be dealt with 
next,, which results finally in the conclusion in 352b: öxi ulv yap mi aocparcepoi mi 
aneivo-uqq mi Öuvaxonepoi rcpaxxeiv oi 5{mioi (paivovxai (...) ('Now that the just are 
foundd to be wiser and better and more capable of doing things (...)'). 

(II )) Touxcov yap 5fi, co apiaxe, <pf|aonev, xcbv no\X&v mAxbv n©v xi ëaxiv o OÜK 
aiaxpovv <pavf|oexai; (...). 

OÜK,, aXk' dvdyKri, ë(pr|, mi KaAxx KG>C, avxa Kai aiaxpa (pavflvai (...) (PI. 
/?.. 479a) 
SOCRATES:: "My dear fellow", we'll say, "of all the many beautiful things, is there one that will not 
alsoo be found to be ugly? (...)" 
GLAUCON:: There isn't one, for it is necessary that they are found to be beautiful in a way and also 
uglyy in a way (...). 

Socratess presupposes the truth of the idea that all beautiful things are, in a way, also ugly. 
Onn closer inspection, the beautiful things will indeed be found to be ugly. Thus, (pavr|-
aexaii  is used here in the objective sense 'be found'. Glaucon then confirms Socrates' 
licbv-question.. Note that the aorist tpavflvai in Glaucon's answer corresponds with the 
passivee future in the question. It is worthy to note that the future tense is used here in a 
speciall  sense. It does not refer to an event in the future. Rather, it appears to have a 
modal,, or more specifically, an epistemic value (see Palmer 1986: 61-2). By using the 
future,, the speaker asserts that the truth of the proposition at issue is the logical conse-
quencee of an hypothesis that has been accepted earlier in the discourse.336 The future 

3366 This special use of the future tense has noticed been observed by Magnien (1912, II : 168-169). For a 
recentt discussion of this special future type, see Bakker (2002). This use of the future tense in Greek may be 
comparedd to the use of the auxiliary will in English as in That'll be the postman. According to Langacker, 
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tense,, used thus, occurs quite frequently in Plato*s dialogues (see also examples in , VII , 
andd DC below). 

(IE)) oine ydp nov GKOxcuÖéaxEpa \ri\  övxoc; rcpöq TO u.aAAov \ir\  eivai qxxvfjaetai, oiSxe 
cpavóxEpaa övxoc; npbc, to uaAAov eivai (PI. R. 479d) 
Surely,, they will not be found to be more than what is or not be more than what is not, for apparently 
nothingg is darker than what is not, or clearer than what is. 

Itt  is appropriate, according to Socrates, to place the beautiful things (as well as other 
things)) intermediate between being and not being (479c). To support this claim, he puts 
forwardd the argument that is cited here (OUXE yap KTX. ) as he considers it a self-evident 
truth .. Thus, (pavfjaeiai can here be interpreted as 'be found1 (objective meaning). As in 
examplee (II) , the futur e tense is used with an epistemic value. 

(IV )) Aoc(k>u xotvuv, r\v 8*  èycu, öXoi) oc\>xov óp9a><;, m i ooi EÜSTJAÓV TE qxxvEtxai Kal 
o\)KK  axorca 8ó^Et xa JipoEipT|uiva TtEpl a\>T(ov (PI. R. 491c) 
Iff  you correctly grasp the general point I'm after, it will be clear to you, and what I've said before won't 
seemm so strange. 

Socratess suggests that if Adimantus grasps the point wholly and in the right fashion the 
issuee will indeed become clear  (not: seem clear) to him. OOCVEIXOCI  is used here in the 
objectivee meaning. The question now is why the 'presentie'  middle future occurs as, after 
all,, we are not dealing with an iterative or  generic meaning. I would suggest that the 
explanationn may be found in the immediative meaning of cpavEixai.337 The case wil l 
immediatelyimmediately become clear  to Adimantus once he looks into it in the right manner. The 
firstt  event is presented as a necessary condition for  the realization of the second. The use 
off  Kcu expresses the continuity between the two events (taxpou AND cpotvEixat 'grasp and 
itt  will be clear  straight away'). A comparable turn is found at S. OC 51: 

(19)) ariuaivE, KO\)K axiuo<; EK y'  i\iov «pavp (S. OC 51) 
Telll  me what it is, and no refusal shall come from me. 

theree is difference between this use of will  and the use of must. Whereas must conveys a sense of epistemic 
immediacy,, will  suggests a certain epistemic distance: "(...) will  implies that confirmation requires a non-
negligiblee expansion of present knowledge (so that new information might alter the prediction), wheras must 
(...)) indicates that confirmation is regarded as virtually inevitable" (Langacker 1991a: 280). This semantic 
distinctionn explains the following judgments: (a) They {wilU*must} quite possibly be there now.; (b) Since 
youyou saw it with your own eyes, it {must/*willj exist. This subtle distinction may also be detectable in our 
examplee (II) . Socrates, by using the future, leaves open - or pretends to leave open - the possibility that his 
logicall  conclusion might be altered by new information or a new argument from Glaucon. In this way, he 
involvess Glaucon in his argument. Glaucon, subsequently, confirms that Socrates' conclusion is inevitable by 
usingg the word dvdyicri. 

3377 For a description of the immediative use of the present stem I refer to Ruijgh 1996: 535-95 (who uses 
thee term inceptive), and Rijksbaron (20023: 17f.). 
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Again,, the middle futur e appears to have an immediative value. 

(V)) Kal duct uia Kal a\Sxr| xa>v Paadvcov O\>K  èXa%ioxr\, xiq ëraaxoc; èv xoï<; 
yuuvaaioic;;  qwxveïxai (PL  R. 537b) 
Att the same time, this is also not the least of the tests, how each one of them turns out to be in this 
physicall  training. 

Socratess is speaking about the nature of one of the tests by means of which futur e 
philosopherss can be selected. Oaveixai can be interpreted as iterative-distributiv e (cf. 
ëKOCGTOt;). . 

(VI )) TAp' o\)v, rjv 5' èyw, oq otv (paivrixai 7tovT|póxaxo<;, m l d0A,icbxaxo<; qxxvTJaerai; 
m ii  oq otv TCA^IOXOV  xpóvov Kai udtaaxa xvpavvevcrrj, \1aX1cxd xe Kal rctaïaxov 
Xpóvovv xoiovxoq yeyovax; xr\ dXT|6e{a; (PI. R. 576c) 
Well,, then, I said, won't the man who will be clearly most vicious, also turn out to be most wretched? 
Andd won't the one who for the longest time has been most of all a tyrant, turn out to be most wretched 
forr the longest time? 

Wit hh the predicative construction d0A,icuxaxo<; <pavr|aexai a participl e can be understood -
comparee yeyovax; in the next sentence. As stated before, the objective meaning favours the 
usee of the 'aoristic'  passive futur e form. The present stem of (paivrixai in the relative 
clausee can be interpreted as expressing a state ('will  be clearly'), or, alternatively, as 
iterativ ee ('tim e and again wil l be found to be'). The 'aoristic'  value of (pavpaexai 
expressess that, while the state of being vicious lasts (present stem (paivrixai) , it will , at a 
certainn point in time, become clear  ('aoristic'  (pavr|aexai) that he is also wretched. 

(VII )) (...) dXV del xr|v év xa> acóuxxxi dpuoviav xfj<; èv xp yx>%r[ ëvem avuxpcoviaq 
appioxxoM-evoc;;  «pavetxai (PI. R. 59Id) 
Ratherr he will always be found to cultivate the harmony of his body for the sake of the consonance in 
hiss soul. 

<I>aveïxaii  can be interpreted generically (cf. del). Here, the issue is the appropriate way of 
livin gg of ó votiv ê cov - a generic subject. 

(VIII/IX )) Md Ai' , r\ 8' ö<;, O\>K dpa rcdvöeivov cpaveïxai TI  döiKia, ei Oavdmuov 
ëaxaii  xco Xxxupdvovxi  d7iaA,A,ayr| ydp dv eÏT| KaKcov  dA,X̂ t \iaXkov oium 
a\)xfjvv «pavfiaeaOai rcav xovvavxiov xovc, aMxnx; drcoKxeivaiaav (...) (PI. 
R.R. 610d) 
Byy god, if injustice were actually fatal to those who contracted it, it wouldn't seem so terrible, 
forr it would be an escape from their troubles. But I rather think that it will be found to be quite 
thee opposite, something that kill s other people (...). 

3388 Another example of the immediative use (cf. comica) of the middle future (pavouum is cue 
KaxaXe{v|/o(iévv nvaq f||icov amcov <p{iA«Ka<; éitl Toiq ecp' *h.uiv yvyvouivoiq, comica ovSeuaav iax'bv 
ê'xovxec,, ava(pavo{>^eöa (Xen. Cyr. 4.5.15). ('and if we leave some of our own men to guard what falls into 
ourr possession, it wil l immediately be found out that we have no strength'). Although the verb has the 
objectivee meaning 'be found' (cf. the participle) the middle future form is used with an immediative value. 
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Inn this passage, the semantic contrast between <pavo$um and (pavTjaojiai becomes 
especiallyy clear. Socrates postulates, for  the sake of the argument, that injustice is as 
deadlyy to unjust people as a disease (610c). Glaucon's exclamation \ia Ai*  ... O\>K apcc 
rcdv5eivovrcdv5eivov (pavevcai f| aSiida is the surprising (apa) conclusion that would have to be 
drawn339,, if indeed it were the case that injustice is fatal to those who contract it. Note 
thatt  the future tense in the protasis (eaxai) appears to convey Glaucon's scepticism 
regardingg the truth of the condition. In fact, according to Glaucon, the opposite is true 
(<pccvT|aea6aii  rcav xovvavciov).340 The subjective view ('injustice seems not so terrible' ) 
andd the objective view ('the opposite, however, is true') are also contrasted by the use of 
ÓLXXÓL. ÓLXXÓL. 

II  would like to discuss one final issue here. As was set forth in section 4.0, 
Wackemagell  maintained that the aspectual distinction existed during a particular stage in 
thee history of Greek. This stage lasted from Homer to the 5th century. We have seen above 
that,, in Homer, the semantically neutral middle future could express both aspects. In this 
section,, it was argued that, in Sophocles, Euripides and Plato, (pavovum had an 
imperfectivee value, whereas (pavfiaoum had a perfective ('aoristic') value. As the 
aspectuall  distinction can also be found in Plato, Wackernagefs boundary cannot be 
entirelyy correct. The question is now whether or not we can determine more precisely in 
whichh classical authors the aspectual distinction can be found. A glance at the frequency 
withh which the two future forms occur in a larger corpus might be enlightening. 

Tablee 4: Oavovuxxi vs. <pavf)aou<xi: frequency of occurrence**1 

Aeschylus s 
Sophocles s 
Euripides s 
Herodotus s 
Thucydides s 
Lysias s 
Aristophanes s 
Isocrates s 
Xenophon n 
Plato o 
Aeschines s 
Demosthenes s 

(potvovuxxi i 

2 2 
17 7 
12 2 
2 2 
5 5 
1 1 
8 8 
3 3 
6 6 
42 2 
1 1 
17 7 

<pavT|aou.cu u 

1 1 
4 4 
9 9 
6 6 
1 1 
10 0 
5 5 
43 3 
3 3 
30 0 
6 6 
62 2 

Thee authors are set in order of their (assumed) date of birth. It can be observed that no 
significantt shift takes place during the 5th and 4th centuries. Rather, there appears to be a 

3399 Note the epistemic use of the future (paveixai. 

3400 By the epistemic use of the future (pavfiaeaGai, the statement is presented as a reasonable conclusion. 

3411 The data are derived from the TLG on CD-ROM, and from Magnien (1912, I: 281, 342). Included are 
thee compounds of <pocvov>um and (pavr|aou.ou. Not included are the instances of <pavo\ium (esp. in the 
compoundd ano-) with an indirect reflexive meaning. 
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divisionn according to genre. In the orators Lysias, Isocrates, Aeschines and Demosthenes 
thee use of the passive form predominates overwhelmingly, whereas in the remaining 
authorss the middle form is preferred. Only Herodotus shows a different picture. This may, 
however,, not be significant due to the low numbers. It may be concluded from these 
figuress that the orators selected the passive form more automatically than the other 
authors.3422 This would mean that, in the orators, the semantic distinction between the 
twoo forms began to fade away.343 It appears that, in this respect, the language of the 
oratorss was less conservative than the language of the other authors.344 

Inn conclusion, in this section I have attempted to revive Blass' hypothesis by 
arguingg that the middle future form cpavouum differs from the passive future form 
<pavf|aoumm with regard to aspect. Oocvouum, like the present stem, has an imperfective 
meaning,, whereas (pavriaouai, like the aorist stem, has a perfective meaning. In practice, 
cpavoftjiaii  has the stative meaning 'seem' (subjective view), and (pavriaoum the telic 
meaningg 'turn out, be found, become clear' (objective view). Oavovjiai may also express 
thee iterative or generic meaning 'be found repeatedly/generally found to be'. Finally, we 
saww that this semantic contrast may have been fading away in the language of the orators. 

4.22 Other  Verbs with an Aspectual Distinction 

Thee question now remains whether the distinction between (pavouuai and (pocvT|aoum can 
alsoo be found with other verbs. There is a large number of verbs that show a 

II  have found the same general tendency with the other verbs that have an opposition between middle 
andd passive future that is similar to (pocvoïtuai vs. 9avf|oouai (e.g. ketyoum - XeupOriaonai). Again, the 
oratorss show a general preference for the passive future: Lys. 24x [passive] : 4x [middle], Isocr, 57x [p]: 9x 
[m],, Aeschin. 21x [p] : 4x [m], Dem. 92x [p] : 47x [m]. Note that Demosthenes - as in the case of <pocvoO(iai 
:: <pavr|aou.ai - uses the middle forms relatively often. The 'non-orators', conversely, have a predilection for 
thee middle future form: A. l l x [m] : 4x [p], S. 29x [m] : 10 [p], E. 37x [m] : 24x [p], Hdt. 39x [m] : l l x 
[p],, Th. 30x [m] : 23x [p], Ar. 20x [m] : 15x [p], Xen. 59x [m] : 16x [p], PL 101 x [m] : 82x [p]. 

3433 Only Demosthenes has a considerable number of middle future forms (17x). Possibly, he still knew 
thee semantic distinction. An interesting passage can be found at Dem. 20.80-1: (...) TCCCVO' \mèp tiuöv 
(pavTjaetaii  npd^aq XafJpiac, (...). a^iov (...) GKorceiv, onax; \ir\  <pavo\)U£0a pauXócepoi Xicov Tcepi towq 
£\>epyéTa<;; YEYEVT|UÉVOI. (...) ei (...) TCOV (...) TI 8o6évxo)v acprjpriuivoi (pavT|OEo0e. ('It wil l be seen that 
Chabriass did everything on your behalf (...). It is worth while to see that we do not prove to be less generous 
thann the Chians with regard to our benefactors. If (...) we turn out to rob him of part of the reward (...).') 
Evenn Blass (1892: 269) admits, be it reluctantly, that Demosthenes employs the middle and the passive form 
withoutt semantic distinction, for the sake of variation. However, I would maintain that there is a semantic 
differencee since (pavo\iue8a is used in a generic sense, whereas the two passive futures refer to single 
events.. Furthermore, in this speech Demosthenes uses comparable phrases twice: ÓKpp.p'n.uivoi cpavoujieöa 
(20.46),, and ct(pTipr)uivoi (pavetoOe (20.120). Contrary to aq^priuivoi (pavriaeaöe in the passage above, 
thesee two middle cases can be interpreted as iterative (cf. the plural 7tai5aq at 20.46), and as generic 
(20.120). . 

3444 Note that in the Koine, which stems from vernacular Attic, the use of the middle forms almost 
completelyy disappeared. Thus, in Polybius and the papyri, there are no more verbs that have both the middle 
formm and the passive form with passive meaning (see Mayser 1926-34, II1: 212, Blass & Debrunner 197915: 
62).. By contrast, in the highly conservative epic language only middle futures occur. Thus, Hesiod, the 
Homericc hymns, Apollonius Rhodius, Theocritus, Babrius, Oppian, Quintus Smyrnaeus, Colluthus, 
Tryphiodorus,, and Nonnus only use the middle future forms. 
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morphologicall  contrast in the future stem that is similar to the contrast between cpavovuxxi 
andd (pavfiaoum.345 An example is KIVECD, which has the passive aorist form EKivfiGryv 'I 
movedd (intr.), I was moved (pass.)', but two variant future forms, Kivfiaojiai 'I will move, 
II  will be moved' and KIVT|6TIOX>UXXI 'id.'. Again, at first glance, there seems to be no 
semanticc distinction between the middle and the passive future forms. However, the two 
variantt future forms may differ in aspect. Consider the following examples: 

(20)) Ift . KiveiToci mi pet, cSq (pate, xd rcdvxa; r\ yap; 
6E0.. Nai. 
Z£l.Z£l. OuKofcv duxpoxépaq ixq 5iEiXóu£0a KivfjaEu;, <pEpóu£va te Kal 
dAAoioujieva; ; 
6E0.. Flax; 8' o\S; eïrcep ye dr\ xe^éax; Kivqaexai (PI. Tht 182c) 
SOCRATES:: According to you, all things move and flow; isn't that so? 
THEODORUS:: Yes. 
SOCRATES:: And they have both the motions that we distinguished, that is to say, they both move and 
alter? ? 
THEODORUS:: That must be so, if they are to be wholly and completely in motion. 

(21)) HE. K.(vT|ai<; xe OTTjOExai mi axdaic; a\> Kivq0f|a£Tai- TCEpi yap duxpóxEpa 
ÖdxEpovv ÓTtoxEpovovv yiyvóu,Evov airuoïv dvayicdaEi n.Exa(3dAAEiv a\> ÖdxEpov 
ETcii  xoüvavxiov xf\q a'uxov (pvaEcoq, axe jiExaaxov xox) èvaviiov (PI. Sph. 255a) 
VISITOR:: Then change would rest and rest would change. In both cases, if either change or rest comes 
too be either the same or different, then it will force the other to change to the contrary of its own nature, 
sincee it will share in its contrary. 

Inn (20), the middle future KW|aExai is imperfective. All things are in constant motion 
(comparee present stem KWEixai ... xd rcdvxa). In (21), however, the transition from rest to 
motionn is meant. This can be inferred from the coordination of KivT|Gf|aExai with its 
oppositee axf|aExai 'will stand still, halt'. This means that KivTi9f|aExai has an ingressive 
(i.e.. 'aoristic') value. It can be concluded that the aspectual contrast of the type cpavovum 
vs.. cpavfiaouxxi may also be found with other verbs.346 

4.33 Middl e is Middl e and Passive is Passive 

Recalll  that, according to Stahl, the middle future form has a middle meaning, and the 
passivee future form has a passive meaning. In other words, he advocated a diathetical 
view.. Does this consequently lead us to the conclusion that Stahl was simply wrong? The 
situationn appears to be more complicated than that. With many verbs, the middle future 
does,, indeed, have a middle meaning, whereas the passive future has a passive meaning. 
Thee opposition is therefore comparable to the opposition between the sigmatic middle 
aoristt and the passive aorist form. This situation is presented in the following schema: 

Thee verbs that display this type of contrast are enumerated and discussed by Blass (1892: 273ff.). 

Comparee also examples (3), (5), (6), (7), (9), given in section 4.0. 
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Tablee 5: Middle and passive aorists and futures: O*Ü)£CÖ and -aKevd^co 

Activee transitive 

Indirectt reflexive 

Directt reflexive 

Bodyy Motion 

Passive e 

Aorist t 

-eoKeuocaa a 

-eaicevaadnTiv v 

-eoKE-uaadjrnv v 

--

-EaKE\>da0nv v 

Eocooa a 

eaaxrdiinv v 

--

EacoOnv v 

èoióönv v 

Future e 

-OKEvdoxo o 

-atcEudaouai i 

-OKE\)daou,ai i 

--

-aKei>ao0r|CTOuixi i 

acoaco o 

acóaoum m 

--

owOfiooum m 

acoftnaoum m 

Heree we can observe a neat pattern. The middle futur e forms correspond with sigmatic 
middlee aorist forms, and the passive futur e forms correspond with passive aorist forms.-
3488 In other  words, this system of diathetical distinctions leaves no room for  an aspectual 
distinction.. The importance of diathetical distinctions is even clear  in a form like 
(pocvouuaii  since it can also be used as an indirect reflexive (albeit only in the compound 
&JT.O-).. In sum, both aspectual and diathetical distinctions are relevant to the middle-passive 
future.. Blass and Stahl, we have to conclude, were both correct in their  assertions.349 

Thee contrast between the middle and the passive futur e is to be explained differently for 
eachh individual verb. The contrast may involve an aspectual distinction, as in the case of 
KivT|aouotii  vs. KivTi9r|aoum, or  it may involve a diathetical distinction, as in -aiceudaouai 
vs.. -aKeDaaGriaoM-ai.350 The contrast between «pavoftum and (pavTjaouxn has elements 

W77 This verb only occurs in the compounds KarocaicEud^a) and napotoKeud^G). 

3488 In some cases, the opposition between middle and passive future forms does not correspond with that 
inn the aorist stem completely. For instance, the passive aorist ÈTieioÖnv *I was persuaded' corresponds, as we 
wouldd expect, with the passive future form jieioOnoouai 'I will be persuaded'. However, the form ETteioOnv 
inn the meaning 'I obeyed, believed' corresponds with the middle future form neiaouxxi 'I wil l obey, believe'. 
Thiss pattern probably reflects an earlier stage of the language, in which éneioOnv and 7tEio0r|ooaav were 
onlyy used with a passive meaning, whereas èiuOóunv and rceiaoucti had an intransitive meaning. This older 
patternn was disturbed by the replacement of the thematic aorist by the passive aorist form (see section 3.2.4). 
AA similar mismatch between future and aorist is exhibited by the pair (iotArjaouai vs. épVuJlriönv (fJouXn-
Grioouaii  appears late). 

3499 Recall that Stahl mentioned dnaA.AdTTOu.ai as an example of a diathetical contrast. According to 
Stahl,, drtaXXd^ETai had a volitional, middle meaning 'loskommen, sich einer Sache erledigen', whereas 
dTtaAAaynaouaii  had a non-volitional, passive-like meaning 'befreit werden, etwas los werden'. Stahl's 
distinctionn is probably correct. However, it is remarkable that he did not take into consideration the more 
frequentt meaning 'depart' since it appears to confirm Stahl's claim. The middle dTcccAAd^oum is used 11 
timess with the volitional meaning 'depart' (Hdt. 5.67.2, 7.222, E. Ion 524, Hel. 437, Th. 8.83.3, PI. R. 496e; 
Xen.. An. 5.1.15, 7.1.4, 7.1.6, 7.6.2, Dem. 24.85), whereas passive future dTtaAAaYnoouai/-x9r|ao)iai occurs 
onlyy 2 times with this meaning (Ar. Av. 940, PI. Lg. 642e). The metaphorical sense 'depart from life' is not 
takenn into account here since it is non-volitional (E. Ion 847, E. Hipp. 356, Med. 878). 

35<>> Derived verbs in -d^co, -i^co, -vvco almost never have middle future forms with passive or intransitive 
meaning.. The reason for this rule may be that the so-called 'Attic futures' are morphologically less 
transparent.. There are only three exceptions (out of several dozens of instances): dvaoKoAxmiouuai (Hdt. 
3.132.2,, 4.43.2), and ovEi5iovuai (S. OT 1500). Of the verbs in -aivio, however, both -avoöuai (5 tokens) 
andd -ocv&naonai (9 tokens) occur. In some cases, word length might be a factor that determines the 
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off  both since <pavo$u.at can express the indirect reflexive meaning - which is never 
expressedd by «pocvfiaonoci -, and it can have an imperfective intransitiv e meaning. These 
twoo meanings differ  from the perfective intransitiv e (pavt|aojiai with regard to diathesis, 
andd with regard to aspect, respectively. 

occurrencee of -ooucu and -Oriaouoci (Wackernagel 1920: 204, Hartmann 1935: 128). Forms with 
monosyllabicc stems such as 5o6r|aouo:i, , pnOriaoum do not have middle variants with passive 
meaning,, whereas polysyllabic stems such as aSucnaoum, (5oviX.evoop.ai, Tiopevtao^ai, (pvXd^opai do not 
havee variant forms in -Onöoum. For a collection of data, I refer to Magnien (1912), and Hauri (1975). 
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